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Ensuring surgeons are well-trained in various skills is of paramount importance to patient
safety. Surgical simulators were introduced to laparoscopy training during the last 2
decades for basic skills training. The main drawback of current simulation-based
laparoscopy training is their lack of true representation of the intro-operative
experience. To create a complete surgical surrounding, the required amount of
resources is demanding. Moreover, organizing immersive training with surgical teams
burdens daily clinical routines. High-end virtual reality (VR) headsets bring an opportunity to
generate an immersive virtual OR with accessible and affordable expenses. Pilot studies
reveal that personalization and localization are key needs of the virtual operating room
(VOR). They are therefore key in this study. The focus of this study was to explore the effect
of different human factors, such as domain knowledge, culture, and familiarity of VR
technologies, on the perception of VOR experience. A human-centered design approach
was applied to investigate the presence and usability of a VOR. Sixty-four surgical
practitioners joined the study in the Netherlands and India. The surgeons were referred
to as “experts” and surgical trainees as “novices.” The VOR system we used is composed
of a laparoscopic simulator, a graphic virtual OR surrounding, and an Oculus Rift VR
headset. Participants conducted the “complete Lapchol” task with the VOR. Afterward,
four questionnaires were used to collect subjective ratings on presence and usability.
Participant’s qualitative feedback was collected using a semi-structural interview as the
final stage. Results showed the surgical knowledge only affected perceived mental
demand when using a VOR. The cultural difference would alter the rating on the
majority of items in these questionnaires. VR experience mainly affected the judgment
on presence including “quality of interface” and “reversible actions.” The interaction effects
between surgical knowledge either with culture difference or with VR experience were
obvious. This study demonstrated the influences of cultural differences on the perception
of immersion and usability. Integrating immersive technologies such as virtual reality and
augmented reality to human-centered design opens a brand new horizon for health care
and similar professional training.
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INTRODUCTION

Ensuring surgeons are well trained in different kinds of skills is of
paramount importance to patient safety. Despite the benefits on
saving costs for healthcare systems and improving patient’s well-
being, mastering laparoscopy (also known as minimally invasive
surgery, keyhole surgery, or microsurgery) challenges the
limitations of training budget and duration, as well as trainees’
mental and physical capabilities (Berguer et al., 2003, 968;
Berguer et al., 2001, 1205–1206). It takes 60 months for a
resident to become a surgeon (PRISMA health, 2021).
Simulation-based training is at the cornerstone of learning
demanding tasks such as piloting and driving as it allows
immersive visualization and replicates real-world scenarios
(Strachan, 2000). Surgical simulators were introduced to the
laparoscopy training during the last 2 decades, which
effectively helps the acquirement of basic laparoscopic skills,
such as eye–hand dexterity and surgical procedures (Seymour
et al., 2002, 460–462; Munz et al., 2004, 491–494; Schijven et al.,
2005, 1222–1225).

In a real operating room (OR), numerous distractions are
occurring during operations, which increase the task demand and
stress level of the surgeons (Wiegmann, 2007, 660–662). Surgeons
have to demonstrate high dexterity, concurrently appraise the
intro-operative situation, and control the surgical flow to avoid
adverse events as well (Henrickson Parker, 2010, 356–358).
Surgeons are thus required to not only remember the proper
sequence of a given procedure but also avoid distractions while
conversing with the teams. Patient safety has been proven to be
negatively impacted when surgeons are inadequately trained to
use complex technology or perform new procedures with long
learning curves. Such tasks are particularly taxing on the
surgeon’s resources. The surgical profession is one of the most
stressful occupations. While surgeons are generally in a healthy
state, it has been demonstrated that the long hours of work, as
well as ongoing disruptions, significantly drained out their
physiological and mental resources (Pluyter et al., 2010,
903–905). Training the awareness of impact from these factors
is increasing in the field of surgery (Taekman and Shelley, 2010,
111–114).

The main drawback of current simulation-based laparoscopy
training is its lack of true representation of the intro-operative
experience (Jakimowicz and Buzink, 2015, 28). Most laparoscopic
simulators replicate surgical tasks in a 2D display without the
environments containing busy and often chaotic operating
theatres. To create a complete surgical surrounding, the
required amount of spatial, financial, personnel, and
technological resources is demanding (Badash et al., 2016, 453;
Jakimowicz and Buzink, 2015, 28). Besides, organizing team
training burdens the already busy daily clinical routines (Van
de Ven et al., 2017, 133–136). Since the upsurge of high-end VR
headsets in 2016, it became accessible and affordable to virtually
generate an immersive environment of an OR. Different studies
highlighted that the presence of the immersive virtual
environments, the “being there” effect, brings new
opportunities to turn the impossible into possible for learning
and training fields (Bowman and McMahan, 2007, 38). Despite

heightened motivation and engagement of surgical trainees,
immersive environments are necessary but not sufficient (Li
et al., 2020, 568–570; Ganni et al., 2020, 4–5). Pilot studies
revealed that personalization and localization are the key
needs of surgical trainees.

Human-centered design is a well-known approach to develop
safe, easy-of-use, and affordable products and services for the
end-users, especially in the healthcare field (Bowman et al., 2002).
However, the majority of current user studies or user cases were
done with the WEIRD population (Western, educated,
industrialized, rich, and democratic), and then generalized the
results applying to human beings in general (Henrich et al., 2010,
61; Nisbett, 2004, 45–48). In product and service development,
lacking careful consideration of local culture leads to market
failures or even fatal incidents (Hao, 2019, 45–46). Culture alters
the way users perceive, understand, and communicate with the
surrounding individuals, the local communities, and the world.
According to the cultural psychologist Henrich, one has to
differentiate people from industrialized western countries, like
the Dutch, and the more traditional societies of countries like
India regarding how culture shapes their cognition: the western
mindset (WEIRD) is more individualist, concerned with
universal values, and focused on abstract thinking; in contrast,
peoples’ mindsets in traditional cultures are more collectivist,
concerned with particularistic values, and stressing holistic
thinking (Henrich, 2020, 34–38, 40–45).

Several studies showed that cultural differences do exist under
several virtual environments (Hornbeck and Barrett, 2013, 23–26;
Lin et al., 2020, 10–11). The authors hence focused on the
following research questions in this study:

RQ: Are there differences in the perception of the VOR system
in the sense of immersion and usability on the following factors:

Sub-Q1: Level of expertise of the surgical knowledge and skills.
Sub-Q2: The adaptability to the trainee’s culture.
Sub-Q3: With or without experience on VR technologies.

METHOD

Participants
Sixty-four surgical practitioners enrolled as participants from
Catharina Hospital, Eindhoven, the Netherlands, and GSL
Medical College, Rajahmundry, India, from June 2018 to
February 2019. Among them, twenty-one were surgeons and
forty-three were surgical trainees. In this article, the surgeons
were referred to as “experts,” while the surgical trainees as
“novices.” There were thirty-nine males and twenty-five

TABLE 1 | Participant information.

Surgical knowledge VR experience Total

Experts Novices Yes None NA

Dutch 8 28 12 17 7 36
India 13 15 15 13 0 28
Total 21 43 27 30 7 64
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females at the average age of 33 years (SD � 8). 68.8% of the
participants had experience in box surgical trainers, while 71.9%
of them had experience with laparoscopic simulators. Twenty-
seven participants (42.2%) have used low-cost or high-end VR or
AR devices (Table 1). Every participant took part in the study
voluntarily and was given informed consent. The study was
approved by the ethical committees both from the Catharina
Hospital and the GSL Medical College.

Materials
Measurements
In this study, the factors influencing the perception of presence
and immersion were investigated via 2 questionnaires. The
Presence Questionnaire (PQ), a well-known presence
assessment scale, was modified on sound and haptic aspects.
Previous studies validated PQ except for “haptic” and “sound”
factors (Witmer and Singer, 1998, 235–236; Witmer et al., 2005,
308–310). In this study, we added two items (i.e., accuracy of
gestures and realistic resistance of tissue) on “haptic” and one
item on “sound” (realistic sound effect) according to the features
of the VOR, and applied an extended 7-point scale (1 � not at all
and 7 � completely) to survey the level of immersion in fine
gradients. A scale was developed based on the fourteen heuristic
principles for medical devices (Zhang et al., 2003, 25–26). An
example of these heuristics is shown in Table 2. Participants used
these principles as guidelines to rate their experience with a 5-
point scale at the system level, in which one means a low level of
realism and five is high realism.

The usability of the VOR was evaluated with a combination
of two questionnaires. First, intuitiveness, in other words
subconsciously applying prior knowledge, was evaluated via
the Questionnaire for Intuitive Use (QUESI) (Naumann and
Hurtienne, 2010, 401–402). The QUESI was applied across
multiple professions, including health care, to quantify the
intuitiveness of virtual environments (Saalfeld et al., 2015,
147–149; Li et al., 2018, 304–306). The validated assessment
asked if the VOR appears intuitive and satisfying using a 5-
point Likert scale (1 � fully disagree and 5 � fully agree). Second,
the mental workload of performing the task in the VOR was
measured using the NASA-TLX (Hart, 2006, 906–908). This
validated tool has been extensively used for assessing the task
demand of surgeons when performing laparoscopic surgeries or
training (Zhang et al., 2012, 2746–2747; Lee et al., 2014, 458–460).
The participants gave a score to the levels of mental, physical, and
temporal demands they perceived, as well as their effort,
performance, and frustration during the task. The Raw Task

Load Index (RTLX) and subscales were calculated into a score
between 0 and 100 (0 � low and 100 � high) (Hart, 2006,
906–908).

Participants reflected their personal experience of the VOR
with two questions: 1) How satisfied are you with the VOR
experience? 2) Which factors were not compelling or not realistic
in the VOR experience?

Setup
The VOR system we applied comprised three components: a VR
headset, graphic virtual OR surrounding, and a VR laparoscopic
simulator. This system is the mainstream of commercially
available immersive laparoscopy training platforms. Hence, the
researchers chose it as the object for this evaluation.

The system contained an Oculus Rift VR headset, providing
stereoscopic images (1080 * 1200 per eye and 110° field of view),
3D audio, and 6 DOF head tracking. The virtual OR surrounding
was a graphically generated virtual reality application that
replicates typical laparoscopic ORs in Western countries,
including a full setup of instruments and equipment, a surgical
team, a patient, and various distractions. The simulated
distraction covered the typical types, such as door openings,
phones/pagers/beepers, radio, as well as case-related
communication (van Houwelingen et al., 2019, 4527–4531).
The simulated auditory distraction and communication
distraction are all in English.

LapMentor VR™ (Simbionix, 3D Systems Corporation,
United States) with MentorLearn software was applied as the
laparoscopic simulator. It contains two integrated modules: 1) the
interface module replicated an operation table including a
patient’s abdomen, two trocars and handholds, a camera, and
a double foot switch. These handholds quipped five DOFs and
haptic feedback. The foot switch could activate electrosurgical
functions. The camera could be frozen, allowing trainees to finish
the training alone. The height of the interface module is
adjustable from 62.99″ (1.60 m) to 70.86″(1.80 m). 2) The
processing module contained a two-unit industrial PC with a
24″ touch-screenmonitor (1920*1080 dpi): 1) the simulation unit
is a 3.1-GHz Intel Core i7-4770S and an Intel™ motherboard; 2)
the VOR unit is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 graphic card and
an Intel™ SHARKBAY motherboard. Both units run on
Windows 7 Professional (×64) operating system. The
MentorLearn software includes a basic skill trainer and a
procedural skill trainer. The basic skill modules allow trainees
to practice tasks for basic psychomotor abilities. The procedural
skill module simulated an entire procedure of laparoscopic

TABLE 2 | The heuristic principles and their sub-principles (“consistent and standardized” as an example, and the full version is in Supplementary Material).

Heuristics Sub-principles

The system is consistent and standardized a. Sequences of actions (skill acquisition)
b. Color (for categorization)
c. Layout and position (spatial consistency)
d. Font and capitalization (levels of the organization)
e. Terms (e.g., delete, del, and remove) and language (words and phrases)
f. Interaction rules (e.g., for unvisited hyperlinks)
g. Touch (e.g., the textures, force, and movement)
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cholecystectomy. The trainee could see a computer-generated
cavity from virtual patients through the monitor.

The VOR system displays a graphic virtual OR surrounding
the simulator via the VR headset (Figure 1). If the trainee changes
a tool in the VOR, there are several differences from the
LapMentor: 1) the tool menu is floating at the eye level; 2)
turn a knot at the front of the handle to choose tools instead
of pulling the instrument. To simulate the electrosurgical
coagulation, a foot switch is displayed underneath the
simulated monitor. A video from Simbionix.com demonstrated
the interactions with the VOR system (https://simbionix.com/
simulators/lap-mentor/lap-mentor-vr-or/).

Procedure
A protocol was developed for the experiment, starting with a
standard introduction to the objective of the study and on the
VOR system. The participants then filled in their informed
consent. During the experiment, the participants could explore
the virtual OR freely with the LapChol task “LapMentor VR:
complete cholecystectomy” for a maximum of 15 min to control
the symptoms of simulation sickness. After the hands-on session,
participants filled in the questionnaires on the presence and
usability of the VOR experience. In the end, the participants
were interviewed to collect their qualitative feedback.

Data Analysis
Mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated with SPSS v.25
for each questionnaire. To compare different groups in novice
and expert surgeons, Euro–Asian cultures, and with or without
VR experience, a two-step process was applied: 1) tests of
normality was conducted using the Kolmogorov–Smirnova test
at a significant level of 0.05; 2) when the significant value was less
than or equaled to 0.05, indicating a non-nominal distribution of
the data, the Mann–Whitney U test (MWW) was utilized to
compare the two groups; if the value was larger than 0.05, the
classical independent sample t test was applied. Then the two-way

ANOVA was used to indicate the main effects and interactive
effect among surgical experience, culture, and VR experience on
the presence, realism, mental workload, and intuitiveness via
interaction plot, interaction effect value, and the significance. A p
value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant (*), while
p < 0.01 indicates statistical moderate significance (**), and p <
0.001 indicates statistical high significance (***).

RESULTS

Sub-Q1: Level of Expertise of the Surgical
Knowledge and Skills
Immersion: Presence Questionnaire and Heuristic
Scale
In general, both novices and experts experienced moderate
presence (PQ mean: total � 13.64, SD � 2.90) with the VOR

FIGURE 1 | The VOR system with VR headset, virtual OR, and laparoscopic simulator.

FIGURE 2 | Presence experienced by novices and experts. In the PQ,
“1” means “not immersive at all” and “21” means “completely immersive.”
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system except for the “quality of interface” (novices � 10.97, SD �
3.28; experts � 10.54, SD � 3.45). The novices were rated between
13.45 (2.90) and 15.50 (2.90), while experts ranged between 13.38
(2.40) and 14.55 (3.38). There were no significant differences
between them. The “self-evaluation of performance” (novices �
15.50, SD � 2.90; experts � 14.55, SD � 3.38) and “sound”
(novices � 14.56, SD � 3.26; experts � 14.14, SD � 1.89)
provided the highest presence (Figure 2).

According to the heuristics shown in Figure 3, the VOR was
properly designed (HE means: novices � 3.20, SD � 1.28;
experts � 3.12, SD � 1.21), except for “flexible and efficient”
(novices � 2.93, SD � 1.40; experts � 2.95, SD � 1.16),
“reversible actions” (novices � 2.79, SD � 1.41; experts �
2.90, SD � 1.51), and “help and documentation” (novices �
2.49, SD � 1.64; experts � 2.67, SD � 1.53). There were no
significant differences of the novices and experts on the
perception of realism.

Usability: NASA-TLX and QUESI
The raw TLX showed that the novice’s mental workload of using the
VOR around the mid-point (50) both for the novices and experts
(RTLX: novices � 54.28, SD � 12.24; experts � 48.65, SD � 14.40)
(Figure 4). The “performance” (total � 67.97, SD � 22.28) associating
with nonsuccess tasks was the subscale with the highest mental
workload, especially for the experts (experts� 71.67, SD� 22.99). The
second high subscale “mental demand” was significantly higher for
the novices than the experts (novices � 65.12, SD � 18.95; experts �
50.24, SD � 23.79). On the contrary, the perception of “frustration”
(total � 37.58, SD � 22.20) was the lowest.

Both novices and experts thought the VOR was intuitive to use
(total QUESI: novices � 3.54, SD � 0.77; experts � 3.37, SD � 0.79)
(Figure 5). The “low perceived effort of learning” (Dutch � 3.68, SD
� 0.86; Indian � 3.40, SD � 0.83), “low perceived error rate” (novices
� 3.60, SD � 0.86; experts � 3.17, SD � 1.06), and “high perceived
achievement of goals” (novices � 3.60, SD � 0.84; experts � 3.40, SD
� 0.86) were the most intuitive factors for VOR experience.

FIGURE 3 | Rates on heuristics by novices and experts. In the heuristic scale, “1” means “low realism” and “5” means “high realism.”

FIGURE 4 | The mental workload of the VOR from novices and experts.
In the NASA-TLX, “0” means “no mental workload” and “100” means “very
high mental workload.”

FIGURE 5 | The intuitiveness of VOR from novices and experts via the
QUESI. In the QUESI, “1”means “low intuitive” and “5”means “highly intuitive.”
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Sub-Q2: The Adaptability to the Trainee’s
Culture
Immersion: Presence Questionnaire and Heuristic
Scale
The perception of immersion significantly differentiated across the
Indian and the Dutch groups (PQ means: Indian � 13.03, SD �
2.99; Dutch � 14.11, SD � 2.70). For the Indian participants, the
degree of immersion was evenly distributed on every aspect of
presence except for “quality of interface” (Indians � 9.70, SD �
2.91); in contrast, the Dutch participants attributed a higher degree
of immersion to “self-evaluation of performance” (Dutch � 16.28,
SD � 2.10) (Figure 6). The Indian participants rated “possibility to
act” (Indians � 12.98, SD � 2.97; Dutch � 14.33, SD � 2.40) and
“quality of interface” (Indians � 9.70, SD � 2.91; Dutch � 11.70, SD
� 3.38) significantly lower than the Dutch. The difference in “self-
evaluation of performance” (Indians � 13.79, SD � 3.56; Dutch �
16.28, SD � 2.10) was highly significant.

The majority of the fourteen heuristics were rated lower by
the Indian participants than the Dutch (HE means: Indian �
2.74, SD � 1.31; Dutch � 3.51, SD � 1.05), and they significantly
differentiated on nine items (Figure 7). Among these
heuristics, four items were highly significant, including
“visible” (Dutch � 3.97, SD � 0.56; Indian � 3.04, SD �
1.17), “match with the real world” (Dutch � 3.61, SD � 1.05;
Indian � 2.50, SD � 0.96), “use user’s language” (Dutch � 3.92,
SD � 1.13; Indian � 2.43, SD � 1.40), and “user’s control”
(Dutch � 3.94, SD � 0.98; Indian � 2.46, SD � 1.43). The
differences were modestly significant between Dutch and
Indian in “consistent and standardized” (Dutch � 3.94, SD �
0.72; Indian � 3.04, SD � 1.43), “minimizes memory load”
(Dutch � 3.72, SD � 0.74; Indian � 2.68, SD � 1.49), and “clear
closure” (Dutch � 3.61, SD � 1.10; Indian � 2.79, SD � 1.37).
The items related to system efficiency such as “informative
feedback” (Dutch � 3.58, SD � 0.91; Indian � 3.00, SD � 0.98)
and “flexible and efficient” (Dutch � 3.25, SD � 1.18; Indian �
2.54, SD � 1.40) were significantly lower for the Indian
participants than the Dutch.

Usability: NASA-TLX and QUESI
Figure 8 showed that the Indian participants had a significantly
higher mental workload than the Dutch counterparts (RTLX:
Dutch � 48.50, SD � 11.62; Indian � 57.50, SD � 13.45). The
subscales “performance” (Dutch � 68.19, SD � 21.32; Indian �
67.68, SD � 23.66), “mental demand” (Dutch � 56.39, SD �
21.17; Indian � 65.18, SD � 21.62), and “effort” (Dutch � 56.39,
SD � 17.91; Indian � 57.32, SD � 17.61) were the main mental
workload resources of the VOR system indifferently for Indian
and the Dutch. Dutch participants had significantly lower
mental workload than Indian participants on these
subscales: “physical demand” (Dutch � 40.14, SD � 20.72;
Indian � 60.00, SD � 24.49), as well as on the “temporal
demand” (Dutch � 38.06, SD � 21.29; Indian � 49.82, SD �
17.35) and “frustration” (Dutch � 31.81, SD � 20.78; Indian �
45.00, SD � 22.11).

FIGURE 6 | Presence experienced by Dutch and Indian participants. In
the PQ, “1” means “not immersive at all” and “21” means “completely
immersive.”

FIGURE 7 | Rates on heuristics by Dutch and Indian participants. In the heuristic scale, “1” means “low realism” and “5” means “high realism.”
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The degrees of intuitiveness were also significantly different
across the Indian and the Dutch responders. The Dutch rated
total QUESI significantly higher than the Indian counterparts
(total QUESI: Dutch � 3.75, SD � 0.58; Indian � 3.15, SD �
0.86), and the scores of “low subjective mental workload” (Dutch
� 3.75, SD � 0.58; Indian � 2.92, SD � 1.05) and “high perceived
achievement of goals” (Dutch � 3.85, SD � 0.63; Indian � 3.12, SD �
0.91) were significantly higher (Figure 9). The Dutch participants
significantly felt more familiar with the VOR than the Indian
participants (Dutch � 3.69, SD � 0.61; Indian � 3.18, SD �
1.02). Both Dutch and Indian participants perceived “low effort

of learning” (Dutch � 3.78, SD � 0.70; Indian � 3.35, SD � 0.97) and
“low error rate” (Dutch � 3.67, SD � 0.74; Indian � 3.20, SD � 1.12).

Sub-Q3: With or Without Experience on VR
Technologies
Immersion: Presence Questionnaire and Heuristic
Scale
In general, non-VR and VR users would have a similar experience
on immersion (PQ means: non-VR � 13.57, SD � 2.92;
VR � 13.58, SD � 2.80), except for “quality of interface”

FIGURE 8 | The mental workload of the VOR from the Dutch and Indian participants. In the NASA-TLX, “1” means “very low mental workload” and “100” means
“very high mental workload.”

FIGURE 9 | The intuitiveness of VOR fromDutch and Indian participants viaQUESI. In the QUESI, “1”means “low intuitive” and “5”means “highly intuitive”. Sub-Q3:
With or without experience on VR technologies.
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(Figure 10). The VR users rated the interface quality of the VOR
significantly lower than the non-VR users (“quality of interface”:
non-VR � 12.07, SD � 2.91; VR � 9.63, SD � 3.31).

In Figure 11, the VR users demonstrated a significantly higher
need for autonomy such as “reversible actions” (HE means: non-
VR � 12.07, SD � 2.91; VR � 9.63, SD � 3.31). The requirements
associated with customization such as “use user’s language” (non-
VR � 3.37, SD � 1.61; VR � 2.96, SD � 1.32) and “user control”
also seemed higher for the VR users (non-VR � 3.50, SD � 1.41;
VR � 2.93, SD � 1.47).

Usability: NASA-TLX and QUESI
In brief, the workload of using the VORwas proper (RTLX: non-VR
� 51.78, SD � 13.78; VR � 52.31, SD � 13.91), and VR users seemed
to have slightly higher mental workload. “Performance” (non-VR �
68.50, SD � 20.39; VR � 72.22 SD � 22.84), “mental demand” (non-
VR � 57.83, SD � 21.32; VR � 60.74, SD � 24.21), and “effort” (non-

VR � 55.50, SD � 15.61; VR � 56.11, SD � 20.58) were the main
resources of mental workload for both groups, while “frustration”
was the lowest mental workload (total � 37.02, SD � 23.01). The VR
and non-VR users showed no significant differences on the subscales
of mental workload (Figure 12).

Using the VOR system was modestly intuitive (total QUESI:
non-VR � 3.38, SD � 0.82; VR � 3.52, SD � 0.76) with or without
VR experience. The VR users seemed to rate the intuitiveness
slightly higher than the non-VR users, especially on “low
subjective mental workload” (non-VR � 3.22, SD � 0.98; VR �
3.40, SD � 1.06), “high perceived achievement of goals” (non-VR
� 3.33, SD � 0.91; VR � 3.67, SD � 0.77), and “low perceived error
rate” (non-VR � 3.35, SD � 1.03; VR � 3.48, SD � 0.92). The
differences were not significant.

Main Effect and Interaction Effects
Surgical Knowledge Versus Cultural Difference
There were obvious interaction effects between surgical
knowledge and cultural difference except for mental workload,
where the effect of surgical knowledge was dominant (Figure 13).
The differences in the perception of presence, realism, and
intuitiveness among the cross-culture novice groups tended to
become larger, while the mental workload was slightly smaller.
The main effects of the following factors were significant: culture
on realism (p < 0.001), culture (p < 0.001), or surgical (p < 0.01)
knowledge on mental workload, and culture on intuitiveness (p <
0.05). The interaction effects were not significant.

Surgical Knowledge Versus VR Experience
The interactive effect of surgical knowledge and VR experience
was also distinct other than immersion (Figure 13). Surgical
knowledge determined the level of perceived immersion. VR
experience made the realism perception either drop or rise
among the novices. Unlike the mental workload, the experts
without VR experience might feel the VOR the most unintuitive,
while the difference between novices with or without VR
experience was smaller. The main effects and interaction
effects were not significant.

FIGURE 10 | Presence experienced with or without VR experience. In
the PQ, “1” means “not immersive at all” and “21” means “completely
immersive.”

FIGURE 11 | Rates on heuristics with or without VR experience. In the heuristic scale, “1” means “low realism” and “5” means “high realism.”
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Cultural Difference Versus VR Experience
The cultural difference and VR experience seemed to have almost no
interactive effect; hence, the cultural difference was the determining
factor (Figure 13). The different perceptions of immersion and
mental workload became larger between the cross-cultural non-VR
groups, while the different perceptions of intuitiveness became
slightly smaller between the non-VR groups. The main effects
were significant: culture on presence (p < 0.05), realism (p <
0.05), mental workload (p < 0.01), and intuitiveness (p < 0.01).

According to the interaction effects, the cultural difference was
stronger than surgical knowledge andVRexperience on the perception
of immersion and usability. The strongest interaction effect seemed to
appear between surgical knowledge and VR experience (interaction
effect � 12.19), which seemingly was positively enhancing. The second
large interaction effect was between surgical knowledge and cultural
difference (interaction effect � 6.80). The main effects of cultural
differences were significant on each aspect of immersion and usability,
while surgical knowledge showed its influence on mental workload.
Among the cross-culture expert groups, the differences in immersion,
realism, and intuitiveness across the novice groups in a different
culture increased at the same time.

Qualitative Feedback
Experts Versus Novices
The qualitative feedback from the experts concentrated on the
stiffness of the haptic interface and the rigidness of the surgical
procedure. The majority of the experts were annoyed by the tool-
changing interaction, which violated real tool-changing
maneuvers. Besides, the correct OR layout and the availability
of preferred instruments were also of concern to the experts. The
novices more or less felt immersed by the sound simulation
within the VOR, and the blurring lens was their focus.

The Dutch Versus Indian Participants
Both the Dutch and Indian participants expressed a strong need for
localizing the communicating language as well as some surgical
practices. The Indian surgeons pointed out a) the OR team would

normally be located in a different placement other than the VOR, b)
the team interaction was distracting and unrealistic, and c) the
background sound was unfamiliar and unrelated. The Dutch
surgeons commented a) the team communication was repetitive
and disrupting, b) the camera assistant was missing, c) the team
interaction was impersonal, and d) the background music was
pleasant but needed to be personalized.

With Versus Without VR Experience
The experience VR user often mentioned was the “screen-door”
effect of the VR headset and the game-like feeling during the
training. They appeared to be more relaxed even for the first
hands-on, while the non-experienced VR user tended to be more
stressed when some errors appeared during the testing. Both
groups tended to forget the time when they used the VOR system.

DISCUSSION

This study aimed at understanding the effect of surgical knowledge,
cultural difference, and VR experience on the immersion and
usability of a VOR system. Considering the surgical knowledge,
when the authors combined the surgeons and surgical trainees
from different cultures, interesting results were obtained. Unlike
the results comparing the experts and the novices in the
Netherlands or India, respectively, the only significant differences
between the experts and the novices presented only on “mental
demand.” It was also identified independently via Dutch and Indian
studies (Li et al., 2020, 569; Ganni et al., 2020, 4). The scores from the
Dutch novices were significantly higher on “perceived effort of
learning” of QUESI, as well as the raw TLX and subscales like
“physical demand,” “temporal demand,” and “effort” were
disappeared (Li et al., 2020, 567). The higher rates from Indian
experts on “subjective mental workload” and “perceived achievement
of goals” of QUESI, as well as “prevent errors” and “reversible
actions” of the heuristics, vanished alike (Ganni et al., 2020, 3–4).
We might infer that the interaction between surgical knowledge and

FIGURE 12 | The perceived mental workload (A) and intuitiveness (B)with or without VR experience. In the NASA-TLX, “1”means “very low mental workload” and
“100” means “very high mental workload”; in the QUESI, “1” means “low intuitive” and “5” means “highly intuitive.”
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the cultural difference would probably neutralize the significance of
surgical proficiency, as we observed in Surgical Knowledge Versus
Cultural Difference.

Themost out-of-expectation finding of this study is the dominant
effect of cultural difference. Despite the well-known phenomenon
“WIERD” in academics, few pieces of evidence are showing the
cultural differences in an immersive training setup. The people from
paddy rice regions, such as east India, where Rajahmundry is located,
tend to use more holistic thinking (55%) than analytic thinking
(45%) (Henrich, 2020, 63, 253). The proportion of analytic thinking
is 75% for the Dutch (Henrich, 2020, 63, 253).We would hence infer
that the differences on the Presence Questionnaire and heuristic
scale, for example, “consistent and standardized,” “visible,”, and
“matches with the real world”, might attribute to the holistic thinking
from the Indian participants. Joseph Henrich found that a person

from intensive kinship culture would favor familiar relationships in
teamwork, which was a rare case for those with weaker relational
connections (Henrich 2020, 250–252). This might explain the
significant differences in “familiarity.” Our brain needs more
mental resources to handle the strange information, which might
explain Indian participants wanted to “minimize memory load” and
needed “informative feedback.” Using native language as a
prominent symbol of local culture would increase the familiarity
as pinpointed both in the questionnaires and the interview. People
from rice paddy areas often have less “self-inflation” than the
“WIERD” people (Henrich, 2020, 252). This might tell why the
Indian participants had significantly lower scores on “self-evaluation
of performance” and “perceived achievement of goals.”

The effect of VR experience was mainly on immersion where the
low quality of interfaces were easily noticeable. The familiarity of the

FIGURE 13 | The interaction effect between (A) Surgical knowledge andCultural difference, (B) Surgical knowledge and VR experience, and (C)Cultural difference
and VR experience on presence (PQ), realism(HE), mental workload(RTLX), and intuitiveness(QUESI).
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technologies, such as desktop display vs. stereoscopic displays, might
alter the focuses of the perception (Santos et al., 2009, 171–175). The
knowledge of VR displays enabled the experienced VR to hold
predefined focuses, for example, resolution and “screen-gate
effect,” and recognize relate phenomena in the testing, as found in
the interview as well. Another interesting finding is the interaction
effects among surgical knowledge, cultural difference, and the VR
experience. VR experience showed a strong confounding effect with
surgical knowledge, especially on mental workload, while it had very
little influence on cultural differences. The low intuitiveness of non-
VR surgical experts indicated that domain proficiency sometimes
might hinder the acquisition of new skills, especially those against
their automated maneuvers.

Regardless of the effect from surgical knowledge, cultural
difference, and VR experience, the participants concurrently
experienced high mental demand, high performance challenge,
and low frustration state. It seems to be impossible; however, it
might imply that the participants were under a sort of “flow state”
(Pilke, 2003, 348). Flow refers to the optimal experience, which is the
state between frustration and boredom, where the mental state
becomes an extremely rewarding concentration (Csikszentmihalyi,
1990). The enjoyment of immersion stems from the perception of
“being in a complete absorption” with the unified novel narrative
schema (Douglas and Hargadon, 2000, 154; Hekkert et al., 2003,
112–113). The pleasure of engagement appears to come from
interactivity with an array of preestablished schemas (Douglas and
Hargadon, 2000, 156). In medical education, immersive and
interactive training such as simulation-based learning recently has
gained significance (Taekman and Shelley, 2010, 102). The virtual
environments provide all the prerequisites for flow. When it
integrates team-based learning to stimulate team interaction, the
enhanced immersion and engagement will merge into the flow
(Douglas andHargadon, 2000, 158; Taekman and Shelley, 2010, 116).

The following limitations of this study would open room for
further research: 1) despite shedding light on cross-culture issues of
VR-based training, the sample size was not large enough to explain
these phenomena in depth. This evaluation protocol needs to be
applied to other cultural contexts in healthcare education. 2) The
immersive and engaging effect was discovered, but the understanding
of how each type of distractors would influence the presence and
usability is not reached yet. Systematic investigating, categorizing, and
simulating distractors are the benchmarks of this work. 3) Subjective
assessments are susceptible to personal bias and low replicability.
Future studies should introduce “data-driven methods” that collect
objective data, such as error rate and task completion time, and
physiological data, such as eye-tracking, EEG, and facial EMG. 4) VR
experience of seven novices is not available. Considering the sample
size, further studies should verify the results with a larger sample size
focusing on VR experience. To facilitate the future design of VR
immersive training, a design guide is under development for a highly
personalized experience.

CONCLUSION

This study explored the effects of surgical knowledge, cultural
difference, and VR experience on the presence and usability of an

educational VR environment. The novelties of this study are as
follows: 1) demonstrating the cultural differences of sixty-four novices
and experts in presence, realism, mental workload, and intuitiveness;
2) the interaction effects of these main factors were shown, especially
the strong interaction between surgical knowledge and cultural
difference; 3) proposed “flow state” as a key feature for the future
VR-based professional training. Despite the limited applications, VR-
based immersive training is attracting attention both from academic
and industrial fields. Integrating immersive technologies via human-
centered design is opening a brand new horizon for health care and
similar professional training. The numerous experts’ view collected in
this study provides a solid base of a design guide for VR-based
immersive training focusing on health care.
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